Safety is No Accident !
The greatest leap forward in gliding flight safety in the last ten years?
lain Baker examines the past, present andfuture for FLARM.
he VlSUal Flight Rules
principle of"see and avoid,.
is wholly reliant upon
pilots maintaining a good
lookout. However, in many situations
it is difficult or impossible to see a
conflicting aircraft simply because the
pilot's view is obscured by a wing or
another part of the aircraft.
Because the human eye is best at
detecting relative movement, so a
glider approaching head-on - with a
closing speed of perhaps 200k:ts - is
difficult to see until a few seconds
before a possible collision, leaving
minimal time for the pilots to react

other in gaggles.
FLARM was invented in 2004
by three Swiss glider pilots, Urs
Rothacher, Andrea Schlapbach, and
Urban Mader, following fatal mid-air
collisions between gliders including
some of their close friends. All three
are experienced pilots - Urs and
Andrea completed a I040 km flight
in a Nimbus 3 in 2003 and all of the
FLARM Technology management
team c::ontinues to fly - but they are
also engineers with many years of
experience in electrical engineering
and entrepreneurship.
The three envisaged a system that

crowdfunding, with fellow glider pilots
convinced of the merits of the new
product. To speed up development,
FLARM Technology teamed up with
several avionics manufacturers to
produce a range of products from
displays, standalone devices to fully
integrated avionics systems.
The Classic FLARM devices only
work if conflicting aircraft were
equipped with FLARM, so pilot
communities and individuals actively
promoted other pilots to install it
R.euwkably, the number of FLARM
Ururtallations ~ exponentially
through word of mouth- without any

and take avoiding action.
Gliders have always flown close to
each other while tbermalling, and
habitually fly at high speed along
popular alpine routes such as the
famous Parcours des Combattants
near Digne-les-Bains in France.
By the early 2000s gliders were
being equipped with sophisticated
navigation systems with moving
map displays, and pilot lookout was
becoming increasingly secondary to
operating these systems. By 2003 midair collisions were the single biggest
cause of fatal gliding accidents.
Existing systems were expensive,
required too much power for gliders,
and could not be readily reconfigured
for gliders which fly close to each

would provide another detection
method, not just "see and avoid"
but "detect and avoid", and provide
location information to help the pilot
decide what avoiding action to take.
Building on an anti-collision
concept developed and patented
by ONERA {the French national
aerospace research centre) and
subsequently uniquely licenced to
FLARM Technology, the three Swiss
developed prototype systems that
combined a high precision GPS and a
radio transceiver with an anti-collision
algorithm tailored and enhanced for
gliding, into a compact. low power
and affordable unit.
Volume manufacturing was financed
by one of the first examples of

conventional marketing efforts.
Today, there are more than 25,000
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aircraft installed with a FLARM

system. In central Europe, virtu.ally
every glider has FLARM fitu:d and
many glider pilots would never fly
without it In March 2013 FLARM
was made mandatory for all gliders
in France and the latest version has
EASAapproval with minimum change
Ururtallation approval to minimise the
installation costs.
So how does FLARM work? Each
FLARM device contains a highly
sensitive, state-of-the-artGPS receiver
that is used to determine position and
altitude. Deriving speed, acc::eleration,
heading, track, turn radius, vertical
speed and other parameters, a very

precise predicted flight path is
calculated. This predicted flight path
is encoded and sent over an encrypted
radio channel to all nearby aircraft at
least once per second.
At the same time, the FLARM device
receives the predicted flight paths
from all surrounding aircraft. Using a
combination of its own and received
flight paths, an intelligent motion
prediction algorithm calculates a
collision risk for each received aircraft
based on an integrated risk model. The
FLARM device communicates this,
together with the direction and altitude
difference to the intruding aircraft, to
the connected FLARM display. The
pilots are then given visual and aural
warnings of collision risks.
The newest FLARM devices
which are based on the improved
PowerFLARM
technology
also
incorporate a very accurate ADS-B
and transponder (SSR) Mode-C/S
receiver. This enables all transponder
equipped aircraft to be included in
the collision prediction algorithm and
is especially valuable when flying in
airspace shared with General Aviation
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aircraft.
In addition to issuing collision
warnings, many displays also show
nearby aircraft on a "radar" screen.
This helps pilots to "detect and avoid",
before a collision warning becomes
necessary.
Another feature is an innovative
obstacle collision warning system.
Using an integrated obstacle database,
the system warns when the pilot is
about to fly into a wind turbine or other
type of obstacle. It can even warn of
complex 'segmented' obstacles such
as power lines and cable cars.
Other options include integrated
IGC-approved flight recording and
engine noise level monitoring for
motorised gliders.

'... the current FLARM
tracking network has
triggered concerns with
some pilots not wishing
to be tracked... '
The latest version of FLARM
is PowerFLARM, using a new

technology platform. Compared to
Classic FLARM, PowerFLARM
has among other things improved
transceiver range (over 1Okm is
typical with external antennas), high
sensitivity GPS receivers, interference
protection, antenna diversity- meaning
it is possible to have one antenna on
top of the aircraft and one below to
eliminate blind spots.
PowerFLARM is also optionally
equipped with an integrated ADS-B
and transponder (SSR) Mode-C/S
receiver. ADS-B aircraft are shown
like FLARM aircraft, but within
the inherent limitations of ADS-B
positions. Transponder equipped
aircraft are shown with approximate
range and altitude difference (ModeC/S).
Two
versions
are
available,
PowerFLARM Core for use with a
separate display, and PowerFLARM
Portable with an integrated display.
One of the unexpected outcomes of
the widespread uptake of FLARM is
the ability for real-time tracking of
aircraft. Since 2007 websites such as
Flightradar24 have been collecting

aircraftADS-B signals and presenting
aircraft position and tracks on a map,
with other data such as speed, height,
route, aircraft type and registration.
Independently
of
FLARM
Technology, a loose affiliation of
glider pilots have developed a network
of ground-based receivers that collect
FLARM signals, decode them and
distribute via internet sites such as
live.glidertracking.com.
This has demonstrated the potential
gains from real-time tracking, most
notably making gliding competitions
into spectator events, and with the
consequent opportunity w ~U:cess
major sponsorship for the first time.
Withintemetaccess.anyoneanywhere
can follow a gliding m:e in real time,
and if the competition organisers
can provide a text-based running
commentary on a competition-specific
website, then everyone is drawn ro
that site.
Real-time tracking of the Sailplane
Grand Prix ftnal attracted hundreds of
thousands ofwebsite hits.
With this potential level of interest,
gliding can offer something tangible
and valuable ro sponsors, with
the ability ro transform gliding
competitions from being self-funded

FLARM 'radar' display

into major commercial sporting
events. A further spin-off with
heightened public awareness of
gliding is the possibility of reversing
the global trend of declining gliding
membership.
But (there's always a but), the
current FLARM tracking network has
triggered concerns with some pilots
not wishing mbe tracked, and possible
breaches ofGerman privacy laws.
FLARM Technology has added a

'Privacy' option in the latest release avoidance pwposes. many pilots and
of FLARM, instructing third party aircraft owne:n are looking for ways
receiving stations that the received to not only feel safe, but to be safe.
ID and position data must neither be
FLARM Technology•s long term
stored nor made ~U:cessible in any ambition is that every GA aircraft is
time dimension (real-time, delayed. equipped with FLARM.
or archived) for any pmpose.
The largest aircraft equipped with
Aside of real-time tracking, FLARM is the Breitling Lockheed
FLARM can also assist with SAR. Super Constellation. Here in the UK,
Each FLARM device continually the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight
broadcasts aircraft GPS position and began to fit PowerFLARMs in all their
aircraft in 2014.
•... the Battle of Britain UAV/UAS (drone) operators and
Memorial Flight began tofit other manufacturers from all over
the world are currently looking for
PowerFLARMs in all their technology that allows them ro fly
in non-segregated airspace. Tests
aircraft in 2014,
have been conducted by ONBRA in
altitude rogether with a unique ID. April2013 and FLARM Technology
FLARM devices also record the flight is currently working with several of
and make the recording available in a
LX. fl rm obove
standardised IGC-file. In addition to
recording the flight track in the IGCa
e RX
file, a selection of the clocked 3DM ODE
e TX
vectors and IDs of received FLARM
e GPS
e Power
below
broadcasts from other aircraft are
recorded in an enczypted form as well.
This means that aircraft that have been Standard FLARM display
flying nearby leave their traces in the these companies ro integrate FLARM
FLARM device's IGC-file.
into the UAV environment One idea
Thereasonforthisrecordingisthatthe is that UAVs could fly in formation
pilots get the opportunity to check the for aerial surveying and maintain
quality of their FLARM installations distance through FLARM feedback ro
and in particular of the transmitter/ control systems.
receiver and of the antennas. This is Overall FLARM Technology sees
by uploading an IGC-file to http:// its future in concentrating on systems
flarm.comlsupport/tools-software/ design within general/light aviation
flarm-range-analyzer/.
and glider domains, and conti:auing
Should an aircraft whose FLARM- ro licence FLARM ro any company
ID is known be reported missing, that wants to develop its own OEM
then FLARM Technology is able ro (Original Equipment Manufacturer)
reconstruct its flight track by using the FLARM devices. For several years
IGC-files of o1her FLARM-devices. they have produced a FLARM OEM
The more aircraft whose FLARM board that can easily be integrated
IGC-files can be accessed and that into other hardware, and the majority
have been flying more or less in the of FLARM devices sold today are
same area and on the same day, the ~U:tu.ally from OHMs.
better the reconstruction
Accidents are not prevented through
This method has been successfully
luck.
but through improvements in
used in several accidents, most
training and taking advantage of
significantly in March 2015 m locate
technology.
a crashed glider near Saint Auban
Cambridge Gliding Centre is an
and allow the SAR team ro rescue the
active supporter of FLARM as a
surviving pilot.
valuable safety aid. It is installed on
So what of the futme? The expanding
all the CGC club fleet, both gliders
market today is within the powered
and tug aircraft, and CGC members
are encouraged to in8tall FLARM
aircraft community. With the
and
use it in their own gliders.
shortcomings of ADS-B for collision
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